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Enhance late seral forest characteristics
beneficial to wildlife.
Improve old roads and upgrade
watercourse crossings.
Study and demonstrate effectiveness of
different fire fuel reduction practices.
Quickly reopen area to recreational users
after harvest.

Late Seral Development
At JDSF, Late Seral Development silviculture is
used to increase characteristics associated
with old growth by selectively thinning
second growth stands.
Late seral forest characteristics include:
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Forest Health, Fire Resiliency,
and Fuels Management
Removing some of the less vigorous trees
allows the remaining trees to thrive
because more sunlight and soil resources
are available.
• Thinning creates more space between
trees, which reduces fuel continuity.
• This project incorporates a portion of the
larger planned fuel break that will connect
to Highway 20.
• Mechanically removing brush and smaller
trees, pruning, and pile burning will
reduce fuel loading and ladder fuels.
• Study to test different fuel treatments
effectiveness and fire impact reduction.
•

Widely spaced trees
Larger trees
Multiple canopy layers
Trees with structures beneficial to wildlife
such as large limbs, flat tops, or basal
hollows/goose pen
Snags/standing dead trees
Large woody debris on the forest floor

The Late Seral Development harvest method
thins only about 1/3 of the stand and plans
longer periods between harvests (~20 years
or longer).
Fire fuels management will remove
brush and small diameter trees.

Emergency Access Road
In 2019/20, JDSF and State Parks made
available Forest Road 540 connecting
to Gibney Lane as an alternative
emergency access route for the
Mitchell Creek community. Other
benefits from this project included:
• Mitigating on-going water diversion
and erosion on the unmaintained
road.
• Restoring sections of old road to
allow it to revegetate with native
pygmy species and habitat.

Roads Improvements and Recreation
The THP review process and timber harvest revenue are utilized throughout the Forest for projects
such as road improvements, recreational upgrades, and invasive weed management. These
upgrades are an important component to the Demonstration Forest’s fire protection. This project
is proposing:
• Upgrading 26 watercourse crossings to improve water quality and aquatic habitat.
• Recontouring road surfaces to drain runoff more efficiently.
While this project does not have any official recreation trails, JDSF recognizes the Forest Roads are
heavily utilized and will re-open the area as quickly as possible when safe to do so.

Road 540 before (above)
and after (below) upgrades.

